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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to present an example of a bounded bal-

anced domain of holomorphy in C" (n > 3) with continuous Minkowski

function that is not Kobayashi-finitely-compact.

Introduction

It is known [6] that if G c C" is a bounded Reinhardt-domain of holomorphy

with 0 G G then G is finitely-compact with respect to (w.r.t.) the Carathéodory-

distance cG , i.e., all cG-balls are relatively compact subsets of G w.r.t. the usual

topology. In a more general case, if G = Gh = {z G C" : h(z) < 1} is a bounded

balanced domain of holomorphy with continuous Minkowski function h , then

G is finitely-compact w.r.t. the Bergman-distance bG [4]. On the other hand,

the continuity of h is a necessary condition for G = Gh to be finitely-compact

w.r.t. the Kobayashi-distance kG [5, 1].

In this paper we give an example of a bounded balanced domain of holo-

morphy G = Gh c C with continuous h that is not ^-finitely compact

and therefore, not cG-finitely compact. This answers a question formulated by

J. Siciak in [7].

In particular, the example shows that, in general, there is no comparison of

type bG < CkG for bounded balanced domains of holomorphy with continuous

Minkowski function.

Definitions and statement

We repeat some of the notions that will be needed in the sequel.

Definition. A domain  GcC"  is called balanced   iff whenever z g G and

keC, |A|< 1 then kz £ G.

If G c C"  is balanced then there exists a unique homogeneous function
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h : C" -► [O, oo]   (h(kz) = \k\h(z), k e C, z G C") such that

G = Gh = {zeCn:h(z)< 1}.

The function h is called the Minkowski function of G.

It is known that Gh is a bounded balanced domain of holomorphy if h is

plurisubharmonic and A_1(0) = {0} .

As in the Introduction, if G is any domain in C" we denote by kG the

Kobayashi-distance on G i.e. for z , z" G G,

kG{z , z") := inf I ^ ^G(z;_,, z¡) : fe G N and

;=i

Zq — z , z,, Z    G Cr

where, if lu', to" G G then

&g(íí/ , u;") = inf{/?£(Ç', C") : C', C" € Tí and f:E—>G holomorphic

and/(i') = u/, /(£") = w")

with Tí :={AgC: |A| < 1} and

pE(k', k") = ^log   1 +
A'-A"

Ta' +1
i -

k' - k"

-Tk' +1

being the Poincaré-distance (hyperbolic distance) on E. Observe that: cG < kG

and cG < bG [5, 3].

Definition. A bounded domain G c C" is called kG-finitely-compact if, for ail

R > 0 and all z° g G, the fcG-ball

{zgG:â:g(z°, z)<7?}

is a relatively compact subset of G w.r.t. the usual topology.

Remark. It is known that the finitely-compactness for kG coincides with the

completeness of the metric space (G, kG).

Observe that cG-finitely-compactness implies finitely-compactness w.r.t. bG

and w.r.t. kG.

The aim of this paper is to prove the following result:

Theorem. There exists a bounded balanced domain of holomorphy G = {z G

C : h(z) < 1} in C with continuous Minkowski function h that is not kG-

finitely-compact.

Observe that this G is not complete w.r.t. cG if we regard (G, cG) to be a

metric space.

For n > 3 the domain D = G x En~   gives an analogous example in C" .
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Remark. The construction of the example will be based on the ideas of

N. Sibony [private communication, (1981)] that he used to construct a bounded

domain of holomorphy D c C such that dD is smooth and strictly pseudo-

convex except of one point, but D is not kD-finitely-compact.

Construction of the example

In order to construct our example we first present two general reduction steps:

(A) Let g: C" -» 1R   := [0, oo) be a continuous, logarithmically-plurisub-

harmonic (log-psh) function with the following two properties:

(1) /:=lim||z|Hoo<?(z)/||z|| exists with / G E+;

(2) G := {z e Cn : g(z) < 1} is bounded and has a connected component

G' that is not kQ, -finitely-compact.

From these assumptions we are going to construct a bounded balanced do-

main of holomorphy G in Cn+ with continuous Minkowski function that is

not ^--finitely-compact.

Define h0: C" x C -> [0, oo) by

*n+l\'g(z/z„+l)   ifz„+, #0,Í \z
h(Z>Zn+l)-=\h

it the fi

psh on C" x (C\{0})

Observe that the function A0 is homogeneous on C"+ , continuous and log-

Moreover by (1), h0 is continuous on the whole of C"+ . Therefore, by a

theorem of Grauert-Remmert on removable singularities [2], it follows that h0

is a continuous, plurisubharmonic, and homogeneous function on C"+ .

By assumption (2) we know that for some rQ G (0, oo), G c B(r0) := {z G

C": ||z|| < r0}. Now let A:C"xC^R    be defined as

h(z,zn+x):= max \h0(z,zn+x),

N
n2+k,+1i

r20 + l

Then h is a continuous, plurisubharmonic, and homogeneous function on C"+
i,

with A"'(0) = {0}.
Thus the domain

G:={(z>Vl)eC"xC:/!(z,zB+1)<l}

is a bounded balanced domain of holomorphy and G1 x {1}  is a connected

component of

Gn(C" x{l}) = ffx{l}.

Therefore, G is not /c~-finitely-compact.

(B) Assume there is a connected set X c B{r0) C C" and a sequence {zJ} c

X, z1 —► 0, with the following properties:

(1) There are holomorphic maps ff.E —> C" , such that:   /(Tí) c X,
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fj(k'j) = zJ, fj(k';) = zj+l{kj,k,;eE);

oo

^2pE(k'j,X")=:A<oo;
y=i

(2) There exists <p : Cn -> R+ continuous and log-psh such that:

(a) <p(0) = 1, f\x < 1 ;
(b) for suitable  C, a, R positive, the following inequality is true:

9(z)<C\\z\\" if ||2||>7?.

From these assumptions we construct g as in (A) as follows: Taking tp ' a

instead of (p we can assume that a = 1/2 . Then define the function g: C" —>

R+ as

^(z):=max(çj(z), ||z||/2r0)

Of course, g is a continuous log-psh function on C" with lim,,,, x g(z)/\\z\\

= l/2r0, G :- {z g C": #(z) < 1} c B(2r0), and the connected compo-

nent G' of G with X c G' is not &G/-finitely-compact because kG,(zl, zJ) <

2Xi/>£(CO<^ and ̂ '-OGÔG'.
(C) Now we use a part of Sibony's construction in order to reach the situation

of (B): Let cj := 1/2J+1 and let aj := l/22U+l] ; we define

Xj := {(z, w) G C2: w = z(aj+x + a¡) - a;a;.+ ,,  \z\ < Cj}.

Then X. is a connected, compact set with X¡ C 5(1) and X.   —►   0. More-
-' ^ ' j—>oo

over, for z; := (a., a2), we have: zj, z}+l G X, and if /. : E -> C2 is the holo-

morphic map given by fj(k) := (Cjk, ^(a^. + a^,)-«^^,), then fj(E) c Z;.,

fj(k'j) - z1, fj(k'j) = zj+l where A'- = üj/Cj , A" = aj+x/Cj G Tí. Direct calcu-

lations give: J2%] Pe$j ' fy < +°° • Let X := |l>i AT^. Thus the properties
(1) of (B) are satisfied.

In order to construct the function ip as in (B) set:

Pj(z, w) := w - z{a} + aJ+x) + ajaj+x,

and observe that:

\Pj{Q\ < 3||i||   whenever ||f|| > 1, Ç = (z, w).

Next we choose sequences {r} and {e } of positive numbers with the fol-

lowing properties:

rj>3,        r,>2max{|P,(£)|:||£||<7},

log|=5:g.iog^±i.
7=1 J

In particular:  log | > £°1, e, =: o.
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Using these sequences we obtain the following plurisubharmonic function

V-.C2^ [-00,00):

¥(Or=X>,log

Note that ¥(0) = log 4 , <¥\x = -oo,

/-i

¥<0   on 5(1)

and

¥(<?)< a log Hi ||,     if||C||>l.

Let  O: C2 -» R+   with  O G  C0°°(C2),   4>(z,w)  = <D(|z|,M), and with

/C2 4>(i) rfA(i) = 1. Setting for { G C2, e > 0,

Jc2

we obtain a sequence of plurisubharmonic C°°-functions on C   with

In particular, ¥£(0) > log| and "P,({) < 0 if ||{|| < 1, 0 < e < e0 < 1. By

construction, if 0 < e < 1 , ||^|| > 2, then

Y,«|)<olog(2||i||).

Now we define, for 0 < e < e0 :

#.«) :=
exp¥t(fl
exp¥£(0)

2
We have obtained a sequence of positive, log-psh functions on C   such that:

#,(0)-l,        èe(i)<$   ¡f||i||<l,

#,(«)< ciiiir if iiiii > 2,
where C is a positive constant independent of e .

Now we follow the procedure of Bishop's construction of peak-functions: Let

Ux := B(j). Choose e, G (0, e0) such that (px{£) := (¡>E (£) is less than j on

X\UX.
Suppose we have already constructed neighborhoods of the origin:

Ux D U2 D ■ ■ ■ D Uk   and numbers e, > • • • > ek

such that with ». := (j>£ , we have:

and

9fi)<\   on   X\Uj       (l<j<k)

*„({) < 1 + \>2~]   on   Uj       (Kj<kaadl<v< j)
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Now define

Uk+X :. {Í G Uk : p,(0 < 1 + 1/(3 • 2k+[),   1 < ; < A:}

and choose efe+1 G (0, ek) in such a way that the function

^+1:=9>        is less than ^ on ^^ .

Using the constructed sequence {<p,} we set, for i G C
2

oo     .

7 = 1  ¿

The series is locally uniformly convergent and therefore,  <p: C   —> R+  is a

continuous log-psh function on C2 with <p(0) = 1 which satisfies

rfo<ciKir, ifii{n>2.
Moreover, for £ G X, we have

1. case: {eJT\t/, => p(Ç) < 1;

2. case: Í G In (£4\Uk+x) * <p{Ç) < 1 - 1/(3 -22^') < 1.

Thus the function tp satisfies all the properties needed in part (B). Therefore,

combining the steps (A), (B), and (C), we get our example.
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